
  

 

MEETING SUMMARY                                          

CV-SALTS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE POLICY SESSION MEETING 
NOTES AND RELEVANCE TO KRWCA – MAY 11-12, 2016 
PREPARED FOR: Kern River Watershed Coalition Authority (KRWCA) 

PREPARED BY: 
 

Stephanie Tillman/Land IQ 

DATE: May 17, 2016 

INTRODUCTION 
Central Valley Salinity Alternatives for Long-Term Sustainability (CV-SALTS) is a collaborative 
stakeholder driven and managed program to develop sustainable salinity and nitrate management 
planning for the Central Valley. The goals of CV-SALTS are as follows: 
 
 Sustain the Valley’s lifestyle 
 Support regional economic growth 
 Retain a world-class agricultural economy 
 Maintain a reliable, high-quality urban water supply 
 Protect and enhance the environment 
 
CV-SALTS includes four working groups: 
 
 Technical 
 Public Education and Outreach 
 Economic Social Cost 
 Other (future efforts) 

ACRONYMS 
AID – Alta Irrigation District Archetype 
ACP – Alternative Compliance Program 
BP – Basin Plan 
BPTC – Best Practicable Treatment and Control 
GSA – Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
IAZ – Initial Analysis Zone 
ICM – Initial Conceptual Model 
ILRP – Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program 
LSJR – Lower San Joaquin River 
NIMS – Nitrate Implementation Measures Study 
SGMA – Sustainable Groundwater Management Act 
SNMP – Salt and Nutrient Management Plan 
SSALTS – Strategic Salt Accumulation Land and Transport Study 
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SUMMARY OF MAY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE POLICY SESSION AND 
RELEVANCE TO KRWCA 
 Documents/policies review included in these meetings: 

o SV/SJV vs. Tulare Lake Basin Plans (for differences) 

o Offsets 

o Drought policy 

o Defining “natural background” water quality 

o Management zone policy 

o Salinity AGR groundwater policy 

o Executive Summary and 2-page Executive Summary 

o Exceptions Policy 

o Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level Policy 

o Nitrate Permitting Strategy 

 Agenda. The agenda for this meeting was expanded compared to other meetings agendas 
because April’s meeting was cancelled. There were a lot of documents to review and revise. 
These documents were previously drafted and the outlines or “strawmans” were previously 
presented. The versions of these documents presented at this meeting were more fleshed out, 
based on executive committee discussion of the outlines. Several documents are included in the 
meeting packet. 

 Schedule. The schedule of the CV-SALTS process was reviewed. The “final” SNMP that will be 
presented to the Regional Board in June is not really final, because there will still be time for 
more changes to be made. The “final” title refers to the final version that CV-SALTS will send to 
the Board for the June 22 meeting. See schedule below for CV-SALTS process and documents. 

 Differences between Sacramento Valley/San Joaquin Valley Basin Plan (BP) and Tulare 
Lake BP. Goal is to harmonize BPs so that new SNMP and BP will not be confusing or have to be 
interpreted twice for each BP. 

 Offsets. Specific offsets were discussed. Direction of group was not to confuse offsets with other 
alternative compliance programs (ACP). Recommendation is to require a minimum offset ratio 
of 1:1. 

 Drought Policy. Drought policy should be broad guidance on drought, conservation, recycled 
water and storm water harvesting, as opposed to a narrow policy that addresses drought in 
isolation of these other components that impact drought planning. The policy should include a 
predetermined conditions or set of conditions that automatically triggers an exception that 
addresses drought conditions. The rationale behind this is that we know that drought occurs 
regularly and it is somewhat predictable. Policy should allow for mitigating practices during 
non-drought period that would rationalize exceptional practices during drought. 

 Defining “Natural Background”. Thought the term “natural background” conditions is used 
throughout the BPs and other policies, it has not been specifically defined. A quantitative 
measure that is applicable to California should be defined. Other definitions from other states 
and agencies were reviewed.  
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 Management Zone Policy. A draft MZ policy was presented. Main issue of discussion was the 
balance between short and long timelines to balance efficiency in dealing with current water 
quality problems and the time it takes to gather good enough data to make good decisions.  

 Salinity AGR Groundwater Policy. Four classes of AGR groundwater quality were proposed 
based on EC/TDS. These are rough guidelines for crops and livestock watering, but do not take 
into account the specific results of the Crop Sensitivity Analysis previously done by CV-SALTS. 

 Executive Summary Draft. Main issue of discussion was prioritization of IAZs using salt 
and/or nitrate, and how this should be done. Also, triggers that determine compliance/non-
compliance with SNMP were main point of discussion and have not been determined yet. Ex. 
Upper zone ambient quarter quality exceeding 50% and trending upward was proposed as one 
trigger, but this was not agreed upon by all. 20-year projection timeline is proposed for 
trending analysis.  

 Exceptions Policy. Main recommendations include: 1) including both nitrate and salinity 
related constituents; 2) removing 2019 deadline for new exceptions; 3) adding in ability to 
renew exception for another 10 years; 4) require dischargers to assure adequate supply of safe, 
reliable and affordable drinking water as a condition of the exception; 5) add regional guidance 
for BP amendment; 6) clarify that exceptions are intended to facility long-term attainment of 
water quality; 7) application requirements should reflect SNMP goals; 8) potentially identify 
requirements for MZ applying for exception rather than individual discharger. 

 Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL) Policy. Secondary contaminants affect 
consumer acceptance (taste and odor), not drinking water safety. Though the current Basin 
Plans have tables of SMCLs taken directly from the California Code of Regulations (22 CCR), 
they do not include guidance for interpreting or using the recommended, upper or short term 
values in the tables. This has led to confusion and inconsistencies between intent and 
application of the SMCLs. The purpose of the SMCL Policy, therefore, is to clarify how SMCLs 
would be interpreted and used as water quality objectives. The SMCL Policy will include 
important contextual information from 22 CCR that was previously left out of the Basin Plans. 
Other issues addressed in the SMCL Policy regulatory approach include: measuring compliance, 
considering natural background, specific treatment requirements, and compliance assessment 
time period. Specific recommended modifications to BP language are provided on Pkge page 64-
73. 

 Nitrate Permitting Strategy.  Old regulatory approach only allowed compliance, or non-
compliance which led to prohibition of discharge. New approach in this strategy allows for 
more flexibility and more options for dischargers to comply. Includes an initial assessment of 
discharge conditions and receiving water (see matrix on Pkge page 84) and two paths to 
compliance: one when there is assimilative capacity and one when there is no assimilative 
capacity. 

WEDNESDAY MAY 11, 2016 
Review of schedule and purpose of June workshop 

 “Final” SNMP that will be presented to Board this spring is not really final, but it if the final 
version that will be presented to the Board. After the Board workshop in June, more revisions 
will be made  

 June 22 workshop – 3 hrs in morning to review NIMS and SSALTS; 3 hours in afternoon to 
review policies that support them 
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 CV-SALTS will already have reviewed SNMP for errors and omissions 

 For items that haven’t been completely decided, Board will give direction at June workshop 

 Then CV-SALTS will take another 6 months to revise SNMP and add detail 

 In Spring 2017, Basin Plan Amendment will be presented to board 

 SNMP does not get approved by Board ultimately – but Basin Plan does 

 See Technical Project Schedule in meeting packet 

 Working SNMP table of contents shows status of each section 

Differences between Basin Plans 

 There are differences between the SV/SJV Basin Plan and the Tulare Lake Basin Plan 

 Tim advises harmonizing them because 1) we want to avoid contradictions/confusion in new 
Basin Plan; 2) the Basin Plan is opened with this process and it is difficult to make Basin Plan 
changes later on 

 Specific differences discussed: 

o Definition of AGR beneficial use – one BP includes water for leaching of salts and the 
other does not) – decided to take phrase referring to leaching out because it is 
redundant assuming that irrigation includes assumption that leaching occurs. But 
Dennis Westcott arrived and said that the reference to leaching water was not included 
in the other BP because of an oversight, and that is should have been included because it 
is language directly from the water code. Tim and Richard will look into water code 
language. 

o EC of AGR – one BP has reference to “discharge shall not exceed the quality of the source 
water plus 500 mmohs/cm or 1,000 mmhos/cm – this reference to 500 plus….is 
obsolete now. Also, this is from the implementation chapter, and the WQO would still 
not change. 

o Additional language in one BP regarding boron will be deleted. It is obsolete because the 
reason it was added was because of high B on westside. BP was trying to protect high 
quality waters on East side. Also, there was an increase in B detergents at the time 
because of trying to phase out phosphate detergents. 

o Salinity paragraphs regarding maximum average annual increase – dead language, 
because this is what we would expect to happen in the absence of CV-SALTS. Never been 
enforced in WDRs because it was not implementable. Pamela advised that everything in 
new BP will be implemented. Salinity objective applies regardless of beneficial use. 

Offsets 

 Offsets have been generally discussed but specific examples have not; See examples of offsets in 
meeting packet 

 Offsets proposed at this point only for the same pollutant in the same management zone/sub-
basin, i.e. no cross-pollutant trading. 

 Offsets are a type of alternative compliance program, just like exceptions and allocating 
assimilative capacity are types of alternative compliance 

 Region 8 has been using them for a long time; they use the term very liberally (in a legal sense) 
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 Hotspots are factor included in considerations 

 Should there be brackets/limitations on offset ratios? At present, proposal is that it has to be at 
least 1:1 benefit. 

 How would this work for non-point discharge such as ag? 

 Ag wouldn’t necessarily have to use it – it’s just one tool in the toolbox 

 Need a 1:1 ratio (at least) if it is a stand-alone fix, but you could theoretically approve less than 
1:1 ratio (which has been done in other places) if it was part of a larger management strategy. 

 Could be path to alternative compliance 

 In non-point source district/MZ, how do you decide what is going in, i.e. are you contributing all 
the salt discharged or is some of it imported with irrigation water. In other words, how much 
are you offsetting and what is the denominator of the ratio? 

 May be that best solution doesn’t have as much to do with the ratio as we think 

 Tim – even though other places allow less than 1:1 ratio we should keep it simple and set the 
minimum ratio to 1:1.  

 Offset can be used as justification for granting exception (or condition of exception) 

 Could constrain offset policy to just the narrow definition of offsets, and not confound with 
exceptions 

 It is assumed that SSALTS is going to take several years to implement 

 To build brine line, constraint about offsets being within same sub-basin would prevent 
building of first, main backbone brine line 

 Language needs to be broad enough so that Board doesn’t have to re-interpret every time (even 
though the MZ constraint came out of the last discussion on MZs.) 

 Concern about mixing up offsets and exceptions by Tess and Patrick 

 An offset doesn’t give you relief from WQO compliance – you still have to comply. But an 
exception means that you don’t have to comply with the WQO. 

Drought Policy 

 Drought policy can be very broad and liberally interpreted or it can be narrower 

 Last time we talked about drought policy we didn’t define what we are actually making a policy 
for 

 Current document is confused about that 

 Should it be a stand-alone path for specific conditions of drought, or a more general policy 
informing how we operate in light of potential recurring drought? 

 Recommendations Tim developed from past experience and previous CV-SALTS discussion: 

o Use long-term (10+ years) flow-weighted averages to calculate compliance 

 So far, the Board already considers this informally, but should be formalized in 
new BP 

 Short term averages used in surface water are inappropriate for groundwater 
that has long travel/mixing times 
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 Would incentivize stormwater harvesting, which has been done in SoCal 

 Doesn’t require board approval; rather requires declaration/decision of 
appropriate averaging period 

 (No voiced controversy on this recommendation) 

o Use drought as trigger/justification for exception/variance, but decide what the triggers 
and conditions are for that variance ahead of time, so you don’t have to figure it out 
when drought hits, because it takes too long to get an exception. 

 This would apply to offsets, or exceptions (both ACP that result from variance) 
or assimilative capacity. 

 Would include certain conditions that have to be met in non-drought periods 

 Prefer to automatically trigger allocation of assimilative capacity over an 
exception 

 Applies to gw but not surface water 

• These tools help to address the conflict between conservation and reducing salinity. When you 
conserve water during a drought, you increase salinity problem.  

• Also intended to incentivize drip irrigation, which is difficult because of salinization problem 

• Cory: more efficient irrigation isn’t always the best policy 

• What we should be doing is providing guidelines to Board on how to use authorities to 
implement various strategies, rather than a specific ACP/exception, etc. 

• So, drought policy would define the trigger for various approaches to exception, and some 
conditions, and the trigger to “turn off’ the exception. 

• See example of LSJR on pkge page 25. This is really a system of triggered exceptions, with 
conditions and management strategies that are pre-defined 

• Dennis Westcott – dischargers should have performance-based plan, then that should “trigger” 
ability to start exception 

• But if we add more recharge during non-drought periods, Pamela is concerned that more 
nitrate will be pushed down to drinking water.  

• Pamela – if drought policy is salt-centric, might hamper the goals of other policies 

• See key questions on pkge page 24 – drought, conservation, recycled water and stormwater 
harvesting should all be included in “drought policy” 

Defining Natural Background 

• How do we measure/quantify it even though we know generally what it means 

• Different definitions used by different states and by EPA 

• Some say 1) no human impact; or 2) relatively little human impact; or 3) no measurable human 
impact 

• There are no “natural conditions” left in the valley – no reference sites left 

• Colorado approach is likely most applicable (see various definitions provided in meeting 
materials) 
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THURSDAY MAY 12, 2016 
Management Zone Draft Policy (drafted in part and presented by Tess Dunham) 

 See 3-4 page draft policy in meeting packet 

 Laurel – unsure that MZs are best way to address problem; just another level of bureaucracy 
that will delay dealing with actual problem 

 Pamela – we don’t want to wait 18-mo or 2 years to address immediate problems; current drfat 
policy does not seem to integrate into overall SNMP schedule 

 Patrick – the only way we can legally link different dischargers that doesn’t fall within another 
structure is to use MZ approach. 

 Pamela – included within Step 1 (notice of intent) should be initial evaluation of issues; 
shouldn’t wait until after NOI is approved 

 Patrick – MZ concept is similar to how TMDLs are implemented; difference between TMDL 
framework and MZ framework is that with former, state board identifies boundaries and has 
responsibilities, but dischargers still have responsibilities to comply; in the case of MZs, 
dischargers propose delineation, governance, etc. 

 Patrick – we don’t have a legal hook to require providing drinking water until MZ is proposed 
(not sure I understand this – if coalitions and point dischargers already have WDRs, why is this 
true?) 

 MZs – being developed to respond to requirements that already exist; GSAs are being developed 
from ground up and still are developing requirements 

 MZs can join together for monitoring purposes 

 There are communities with bad water that don’t want to participate, so MA should not be 
penalized for that 

 You can default to overall/over-arching local SNMP – this would be included in Step 3 – 
declaring how you are going to comply with SNMP. 

 Tim Johnson – broad sources of funding are the best way to address broad water quality 
problems, instead of piece-meal approach 

 Concern that 180 days in Step 2 is too short, especially if you have data gaps; coalitions may 
already have much of the data compiled, but for point dischargers who don’t already have a 
coalition type framework and want to start an MZ, this would be a large effort 

 Jeannie- you may not know everything in 180 days, but you will probably know some priorities, 
and have a plan for what comes next 

 MZ – requirements include two plans 

o Assured water quality supply (for clean drinking water) 

o Local SNMP if needed 

 MZ policy should include focus on providing safe drinking water first 

 Need to add in community engagement component 

 Laurel – still thinks complexities will hamstring process 
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 Pamela and Laurel – how will communities get safe drinking water while MZs are being 
approved, etc. – during that time frame? 

 Language needs to be added to say that Board will revise WDR in absence of MZ NOI. 

 More concrete details needed in implementation plan 

 Will take further comments, which are due next week 

 Major issue – balance between short and long timelines – efficiency vs. reality of how long it 
takes to gather information and implement plans 

Salinity AGR Groundwater Policy 

 Everything before Section 2.2 the group has seen before so not reviewing 

 Meyerhoff presented AGR salinity classes, based on TDS/EC 

 Dickey – disagrees that these should be used; crop sensitivity analysis was done to avoid the 
AGR classes; because the appropriateness of water for irrigation depends on the crop 

 Tess – should we not have a salt-permitting strategy, like we have a nitrate permitting strategy? 

Draft Executive Summary Review 

 Executive Summary to SNMP Document 

o To prioritize IAZs for SNMP implementation should we combine nitrate and TDS or 
separate them 

o Pamela wants them separated 

o Then how do we prioritize which set of priorities (salt or nitrate) to prioritize first? This 
will be key issue at June workshop 

o Also, June workshop will discuss how to prioritize – public wells, private wells. Etc.? 

o What should triggers be and what should they trigger? 

 Two-page Executive Summary 

o Differences in legal language in here that CVSC is concerned about but were not 
discussed in this group 

 Laurel – concern about cost of implementation and feasibility of whole plan 

o Responses: CV-SALTS cannot solve financial problem itself 

o Need a plan of some kind, even if it isn’t perfect, before you can get funding 

o May be a legislative solution 

 Laurel – should do analysis to see if total restoration might actually be less 
expensive/easier/more efficient than just supplying drinking water first and then going on to 
other solutions that satisfy balance goal 

 Karl – that is first step of SSALTS necessarily because there are so many co-contaminants. 

Exceptions Policy  

 Main recommendations include:  

1) Including both nitrate and salinity related constituents;  

2) Removing 2019 deadline for new exceptions;  
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3) Adding in ability to renew exception for another 10 years;  

4) Require dischargers to assure adequate supply of safe, reliable and affordable drinking 
water as a condition of the exception;  

5) Add regional guidance for BP amendment;  

6) Clarify that exceptions are intended to facility long-term attainment of water quality;  

7) Application requirements should reflect SNMP goals; 

8) Potentially identify requirements for MZ applying for exception rather than individual 
discharger. 

Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL) Policy  

 Secondary contaminants affect consumer acceptance (taste and odor), not drinking water 
safety. 

 Though the current Basin Plans have tables of SMCLs taken directly from the California Code of 
Regulations (22 CCR), they do not include guidance for interpreting or using the recommended, 
upper or short term values in the tables.  

 This has led to confusion and inconsistencies between intent and application of the SMCLs.  

 The purpose of the SMCL Policy, therefore, is to clarify how SMCLs would be interpreted and 
used as water quality objectives.  

 The SMCL Policy will include important contextual information from 22 CCR that was 
previously left out of the Basin Plans.  

 Other issues addressed in the SMCL Policy regulatory approach include: measuring compliance, 
considering natural background, specific treatment requirements, and compliance assessment 
time period.  

 Specific recommended modifications to BP language are provided on Pkge page 64-73. 

Nitrate Permitting Strategy   

 Old regulatory approach only allowed compliance, or non-compliance which led to prohibition 
of discharge.  

 New approach in this strategy allows for more flexibility and more options for dischargers to 
comply.  

 Includes an initial assessment of discharge conditions and receiving water (see matrix on Pkge 
page 84) and two paths to compliance: one when there is assimilative capacity and one when 
there is no assimilative capacity. 
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